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Peak performance

Emergency medicine doctor Stephen Hearns on performing under pressure
Welcome
Dr Greg Dollman
Editor

WELCOME to the first issue of Insight – Secondary Care — one of three new quarterly magazines we are launching at MDDUS to broaden the scope of content we produce for all our medical and dental members. I am excited to take on the role of editor and hope you find this inaugural issue both interesting and useful. All comments and suggestions are most welcome.

Coronavirus is presenting an enormous challenge for the health service, so in this issue we feature relevant, practical advice for clinicians. On page 4 risk adviser Kay Louise Grant highlights key points when raising safety concerns in times of crisis. Remote consulting has become a crucial part of coronavirus care. On page 5 risk adviser Alan Frame explores how to minimise risk in treating patients online or via telephone or video. If anyone knows how to perform under pressure it’s emergency medicine physician and helicopter rescue medic Dr Stephen Hearns. He talks fighting fatigue and avoiding “frazzle” on page 8.

Significant event analysis is not easy to get right and many of the SEAs we see at MDDUS are more description than analysis. On page 10 Liz Price offers tips on making them more than just box-ticking exercises.

On page 6 we look at what to do when confronted with racist patient behaviour — challenge it or simply “turn the other cheek”?

Professor Deborah Bowman offers a personal perspective (page 13) on how even ‘small things’ can reflect ethical choices when it comes to dealing sensitively with patients. Our case study on page 12 highlights issues around consent in a patient diagnosed with an inguinal hernia.

Addenda on page 14 includes some curious cardiac imaging, reviews of Bill Bryson’s brilliant new book The Body and the corporate crime film thriller Dark Water, along with a vignette of Dr Margaret Fairlie — pioneering obstetrician and gynaecologist, and the first professorial chair in Scotland.
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MEDICATION
HIV treatment roll-out

THE preventative HIV treatment PrEP is to be rolled out across England thanks to a £16 million funding boost.

Over the next year, local authorities will receive the cash to make the drug available in sexual health clinics for anyone who is at a high risk of contracting HIV.

The move is part of the government’s aim to end HIV transmission by 2030.

Studies have shown that, taken daily, PrEP reduces the risk of getting the virus from sex by about 99 per cent.

The new funding boost will ensure those taking part in the trial can continue to take the drug once the trial ends.

The move comes almost three years after the Scottish Government made PrEP freely available in July 2017 to individuals across Scotland at highest risk of HIV.

Health and social care secretary Matt Hancock said: “This will benefit tens of thousands of people’s lives.”

DATA PROTECTION
Information sharing

NHSX in England has said that in the current circumstances with COVID-19 it could be more harmful not to share health and care information than to share it.

The organisation has had assurances from the Information Commissioner that she ‘cannot envisage a situation where she would take action against a health and care professional clearly trying to deliver care’.

NHSX states: “We will need to work in different ways from usual and the focus should be what information you share and who you share it with, rather than how you share it.”

Find out more at tinyurl.com/twabbcl
STUDENTS starting their foundation year 1 post early to assist the COVID-19 response will have their MDDUS membership fees waived. To take advantage of this offer, email marketing@mddus.com

Fees waived

Blood test holds promise

A NEW blood test has the potential to detect more than 50 types of cancer as well as their location within the body, say researchers.

The test uses DNA sequencing to identify the presence of cell-free DNA from specific cancerous cells entering the bloodstream upon cell death. In the study, investigators analysed 6,689 blood samples, including 2,482 from people diagnosed with cancer and 4,207 from people without cancer. The samples from patients with cancer represented more than 50 cancer types.

The researchers report that the test was over 99 per cent accurate in detecting that cancer was present and it correctly identified the organ or tissue where the cancer originated in more than 90 per cent of cases.

Dr Geoffrey Oxnard of the Dana-Faber Cancer Institute, co-lead author of the study, said: “The test can be an important part of clinical trials for early cancer detection.”

How we will keep you updated

We have developed a coronavirus information hub at www.mddus.com/coronavirus. It features links to the latest official advice as well as common medicolegal queries and employment law Q&As. We will continue to refine and update this information.

We will continue to support you with risk management training material and also communicate with you via our social accounts, predominantly our Twitter account @MDDUS_News.

At this unprecedented time our entire effort is to support you, our members. If you have a concern, or are unsure who to contact about a difficult decision, contact us. And if you need general advice about your membership or regarding work you are being called upon to deliver, contact us.

MDDUS is here for you.
RAISING CONCERNS AMIDST COVID-19

Kay Louise Grant
Risk adviser at MDDUS

Healthcare services are facing increasing pressure to cope with demand caused by the coronavirus outbreak — and some NHS staff are already working at capacity. Practising in this type of environment and treating patients under new protocols means that you may have concerns about the risks to patients, colleagues and yourself.

In times of crisis, the care of your patient must remain your first concern. However, significant extra demands can lead to fatigue, lapses in concentration, heightened stress levels, and suboptimal decision-making and team communication, all of which can impact on patient safety.

Common concerns include individuals being asked to carry out duties they may not have the necessary skills or knowledge to undertake, unclear or absent emergency planning and poor infection control.

Clinicians will have understandable concerns about whether to speak up or simply carry on trying to provide appropriate care until these problems are resolved. GMC guidance is very clear that: "All doctors have a duty to raise concerns where they believe that patient safety or care is being compromised by the practice of colleagues or the systems, policies and procedures in the organisations in which they work."

This applies even in this challenging time and you can access the specific guidance at tinyurl.com/uwc9zmz.

Doctors should always consider whether they can resolve a concern themselves, or at least offer practical suggestions to resolve the matter. You should try to familiarise yourself with local policies in relation to raising concerns and follow these. If you are not sure how to raise concerns, seek advice from a senior colleague and/or MDDUS.

Raising concerns without delay is particularly important in fast-moving situations such as the current crisis. If you have a concern regarding patient safety, you must act on this immediately by informing your clinical team lead, line manager or head of department, in line with local policies. If you don't feel comfortable raising a concern with a particular individual (perhaps because they may be part of the problem), speak to someone else within your organisation. Be specific about the risks or potential risks you have encountered or foresee.

You should keep a record of any concerns raised. This does not mean you have to put those concerns in writing, but it is best practice to do so in order to demonstrate the steps you have taken.

All doctors have a responsibility to act on concerns raised to them but those with management or leadership roles have greater responsibilities. Should you submit a concern having followed your organisation's policy/procedures and receive no response or an unsatisfactory or inadequate response; you should consider escalating your concern to the next appropriate level depending on the nature, seriousness and urgency of your concern.

In a hospital setting, you may need to contact the clinical director or medical director. You should escalate the matter as far as necessary to achieve a proportionate response; ultimately this may involve alerting an external organisation, such as the GMC.

A recent article in the Guardian featured reports that some hospitals and NHS bodies are warning doctors and nurses not to air concerns on social media over shortages of personal protective equipment. The Doctors' Association UK said it had evidence that some staff were reprimanded by managers or threatened with disciplinary action after posting comments online. MDDUS would urge clinicians to proceed with caution before posting to social media and to ensure they have followed all appropriate channels for escalating concerns. Be sure to comply with GMC guidance Doctors' use of social media. It would also be advisable to contact your medical defence organisation before taking action.

If a concern is reported to you, inform your colleague as to what steps you will take to address that concern. You do not have to provide full details but they should receive some formal feedback — otherwise your colleague may feel they have a professional responsibility to escalate the matter further.

Raising concerns is an area that causes members much stress and worry. Remember that you will be able to justify raising a concern if you do so honestly, on the basis of reasonable belief and through appropriate channels.

**Action Points**

- Make yourself aware of specific GMC guidance on raising and acting on concerns.
- Don't ignore an issue in the hope it will disappear or won't be a problem; take action promptly.
- Follow your organisation's policy on raising concerns, focus on the specific risks you have identified within your communication, and document any action and responses.
- Escalate your concerns if the issue is still unresolved.
- Take advice from MDDUS at an early stage of the process.
REMOTE CONSULTING IN THE CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK

Alan Frame
Risk adviser at MDDUS

If COVID-19 has shown us anything, it’s how resilient NHS staff are in the most stressful situations. Patient demand has probably never been higher across the UK and yet — given how quickly coronavirus has spread — the health service must also contend with the need to reduce the risk of exposure both to staff and patients.

Doctors have little choice but to change the ways in which they normally operate — and one key approach will be increased utilisation of online, telephone and video consultations. Hospitals are actively exploring greater use of video and telephone to consult with patients and manage ongoing care, and where appropriate to reduce unnecessary proximity contact.

NHS England has also sent information to the public concerning planned hospital appointments. It explains that they have asked hospitals to review ongoing patient care. Some clinics and appointments may be cancelled or postponed and patients will be notified of any changes.

Now is an opportune moment to reflect on the benefits of using remote consulting, as well as potential pitfalls. It gives patients access to medical advice, while protecting other patients, staff and clinicians from possible virus exposure — but healthcare staff must be aware of the risks.

Hospitals/trusts/health boards may have their own particular approach to remote consultations but here we offer some general advice.

PROCEDURES AND TECHNOLOGY

• Few hospital clinicians will be accustomed to assessing patients via remote technology. Increased time should be allocated to appointments with peer support put in place. Colleagues experienced at consulting remotely could offer support/supervision.
• Call-back procedures need to be more considered. Patients offered a remote consultation should be given a clear timeframe for the appointment and instructions on how to access and use any relevant system. Ensure also that they have the necessary technology to participate. This will act as a safety net for any technical issues or potential misunderstandings — for example if the patient’s phone number has been incorrectly recorded. Admin staff can help by making sure contact details are correct and clear information has been noted about the reason for their call.
• Ensure that you have clear guidance on pursuing call-backs and how many attempts should be made before recording a failed contact. A consistent process should be agreed and implemented.

THE CONSULTATION

• Remember patient safety comes first. You must be confident that assessment via remote means will be adequate. Establish quickly whether the patient needs further review or examination.
• Stay up-to-date with local health service arrangements to advise and signpost patients. Establish the identity of the patient/their representative, confirm consent where necessary and ensure adequate measures are in place to maintain confidentiality. Record that you have done so.
• Check with the patient that they understand why a remote consultation is necessary at this time and that a face-to-face assessment can be arranged if indicated. If in doubt, check that the patient has capacity to understand the advice you are providing and make decisions.
• Allow sufficient time in remote consultations to listen carefully to the information provided and to ensure that the individual you are consulting with is clear on what you are advising.
• Be aware of the increased importance of “para-verbal communication” in video consultations, i.e. tone/nuance of voice and body language. Individuals may take longer to relax and “open up” more fully about their presenting complaint.
• Record in the patient notes that, due to coronavirus restrictions, the appointment has been via remote consultation. Make an adequate record of information relayed to the patient or carer, including specifics on any safety netting advice and any red flags relevant to that patient.
• Prescribing can be particularly difficult in remote consultations. Checking understanding of dosage, contraindications and other issues can be more problematic. Adequate time is important to ensure safe compliance.
• Be sure to restate the agreed position and any required actions to the patient at the conclusion of the consultation, as this may be your last chance to ask for clarification and pick up something important (in case you have been “barking up the wrong tree”). It will also better conclude the consultation for the patient, who should be more reassured.

DEPARTING FROM ESTABLISHED PROCEDURES

The GMC has published recent guidance including specific advice on adapting practice to cope with patient demand during the coronavirus outbreak. They understand that special measures may need to be taken to protect your patients and yourself. They say:

“IT IS LIKELY THAT, AS THE SITUATION DEVELOPS, SOME DOCTORS WILL NEED TO DEPART FROM ESTABLISHED PROCEDURES TO CARE FOR PATIENTS.”

Ongoing communication with patients is key in order to reduce uncertainty or resistance to these temporary measures. Significant announcements, such as changing clinic appointments to remote ones, should be conveyed promptly.

LINKS

• GMC: Remote consultations – tinyurl.com/ydy6zi4g
• GMC: Prescribing guidance – tinyurl.com/wq7n0wm
• GMC: Coronavirus information and advice – tinyurl.com/s3cfzuk

F COVID-19 has shown us anything, it’s how resilient NHS staff are in the most stressful situations. Patient demand has probably never been higher across the UK and yet — given how quickly coronavirus has spread — the health service must also contend with the need to reduce the risk of exposure both to staff and patients.
ACIST abuse directed towards NHS staff by patients appears to be on the rise. A recent ITV report found that recorded racist attacks against NHS staff increased from 589 in 2013 to 1,448 last year—a 145 per cent jump.

The report featured a moving interview with Mr Radhakrishna Shanbhag, who has worked as a senior NHS surgeon for more than 20 years. He described how a patient request to be operated on by a “white doctor” left him feeling “devastated” and gave him cause to reconsider his position in the health service. Unsure of how he would be supported in the event of a complaint, Mr Shanbhag reluctantly agreed to enquire about an alternative surgeon.

A nurse from the Philippines also told ITV that racial abuse from patients happened so frequently that it was becoming normal and she felt there was no point in reporting it.

Although the reason for the rise in abuse was unclear, it is thought that contributing factors may include a greater willingness to report, as well as changing attitudes in the wake of political events such as Brexit.

The report sparked much debate amongst clinicians about how best to respond to racism. Some said such behaviour should never be tolerated. But many agreed that ignoring comments or adhering to racist requests is the simplest solution, despite acknowledging it rewards bad behaviour.

So should you simply carry on treating a patient despite feeling abused and threatened? Can you refuse to treat such patients or have them transferred or removed from your list?

Whatever the reason, it is important to state that such behaviour is unacceptable and doctors should never be expected to tolerate it. Your hospital/trust/health board should have a policy in place to offer guidance in this area, but below are some practical tips.

**APPROPRIATE RESPONSE**

Depending on the seriousness of the incident and the level of offence caused, there are a range of potential responses.

**A patient asks for an ‘English-speaking’ or ‘non-foreign’ doctor.** It may be enough to politely explain that such a request is inappropriate and emphasise you are fully trained and qualified. Clearly document any discussion and action taken in the patient record. Should such behaviour persist, you should then escalate the matter to a more senior colleague.

**Verbal abuse or threats.** First, stay safe. If at any point you feel threatened, take steps to safely end your care of that patient. If necessary, seek assistance from security or the police. Such behaviour may understandably result in a breakdown of trust to the point where you no longer feel able to treat the person. If so, seek help from a senior colleague and be mindful of the GMC’s *Ending your professional relationship with a patient*, which has a section on patients who have been “violent, threatening or abusive to you or a colleague”. Key considerations include making factual and objective notes in the patient record and ensuring appropriate arrangements are made for the patient’s continuing care. You should also be prepared to justify your decision.

In delivering care where any delay could result in patient harm, MDDUS advises that you prioritise urgent care needs before taking any action to transfer care to another doctor. Your organisation’s policy should have clear guidance on how these situations are to be handled.

**Record of events.** Keeping a diary of events can be a useful tool in reporting abuse. Take note of what happened, when it happened, who was involved and what witnesses there were.
The British Medical Association offer specific advice for employers when dealing with reports of discrimination and how to act on such concerns. They stress the importance of ‘effective implementation of appropriate policies’. Employers are also reminded of their duty under the Equality Act 2010 to protect their staff from discrimination relating to race, gender, religion or other protected characteristics.

Despite this, a recent study carried out by the GMC, Specialty, associate specialist and locally employed doctors workplace experiences survey, found that many doctors still feel unsupported in their organisation.

One survey question asked about the challenges doctors face in the workplace, including abuse. A quarter of SAS doctors answered that they disagree/strongly disagree that their working environment is a fully supportive one, and over a third of SAS doctors and a quarter of locally employed doctors disagreed that they were always treated fairly.

One consequence of this is that doctors may feel reluctant to report or seek help when faced with abuse. This could negatively impact a doctor’s wellbeing, which could in turn impact their ability to deliver a high standard of patient care.

With the current NHS workforce crisis, it is more important than ever that staff feel supported and safe in their organisation. Where the demands of the hospital seem to be put before the wellbeing of the doctor, this sends a harmful message that can deter staff from speaking up.

In response to the ITV report, Matt Hancock, Secretary of State for Health and Social Care, wrote to all NHS staff in England stating: “If a patient asks to be treated by a white doctor, the answer is ‘no’. Your management must and will always back you up.”

“We are very proud that everyone in the UK is entitled to healthcare at the point of delivery, according to need not ability to pay. No one is entitled to choose the colour of the skin of the person giving that healthcare.

“We all need to act to ensure racism in our NHS is eradicated. It is not the responsibility of those who suffer racist abuse to challenge it alone.”

**ACTION POINTS**
- Avoid reacting out of anger. Take the time to assess the situation before responding.
- Consider whether a formal warning to the patient would be enough to deter them from further abusive comments/behaviour.
- If you or a colleague feel threatened in any way you may need to take immediate action such as phoning security/police and having the person removed from the premises.
- For employers, ensure you are complying with the Equality Act 2010 and the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974. Have clear policies and procedures in place that protect your staff from abuse of any kind.

Kay Louise Grant is a risk adviser at MDDUS.
A conversation with doctor and author Stephen Hearns on the challenges of performing in high-pressure situations

Dr Stephen Hearns is an emergency medicine physician based in Glasgow. He was the lead consultant with Scotland’s Emergency Medical Retrieval Service (EMRS) until 2019, providing critical care and safe transfer of patients from remote healthcare locations and at accident scenes by helicopter, plane or fast response vehicle. He is also author of a new book — Peak Performance Under Pressure.

Jim Killgore spoke to him in late March, just as the UK was gearing up to face a peak in the coronavirus outbreak.

How would you characterise the pressure healthcare professionals now face with COVID-19?

It’s absolutely unprecedented in peacetime — and there are a number of specific pressures on healthcare professionals. I think fatigue is the biggest one that could potentially compromise performance. That will come from the intensity of work, the duration/frequency of shifts, and reduced rest periods — especially in covering for ill colleagues.

Fatigue has numerous negative effects on our ability to perform — and a lot of research has been done on this, particularly in military contexts. Number one, it reduces our ability to take on board information and make accurate decisions, to consider options and to choose the right course of action. It also compromises our ability to communicate, which is very important in high-pressure situations, both in terms of verbal and non-verbal communication. When we’re tired, our ability to pick up subtle facial expressions and changes in the tone of people’s voices is reduced significantly — and also our ability to focus attention on what people are saying to us.

Fatigue also affects performance by reducing our ability to plan and innovate, which in the current situation is vital. Few healthcare professionals will have faced this type of challenge before and certainly not on this magnitude. Planning and innovating is really important, but when we’re tired our ability to do that is compromised.

A fourth aspect is that, unfortunately, when we’re fatigued, our insight into how we’re performing decreases. Maybe we’re not performing practical procedures quite so well but our awareness becomes reduced significantly so we don’t know when to stop and rest, or ask for help.

Is having possibly to work in different areas of practice also a factor?

Having additional help in the current situation will certainly be beneficial in reducing the pressure on existing frontline healthcare staff but it’s important that individuals drafted in are given roles they are comfortable with, and that we provide clear guidance and cognitive aids. We don’t want them to feel excessively pressured or put into situations where the consequences of error could be significant. The way tasks and roles are delegated to those individuals, to ensure they perform well, is vital.

Some clinicians will be unused to working in high-pressure situations like emergency medicine or critical care. Will this be a problem?

Yes, it already is. When we’re dealing with a real-time situation we use a part of our short-term memory — called working memory — to store information, consider options and make decisions. We also use it to perform practical tasks. Unfortunately, the size of the working memory is very small. The volume of information that we are having to process about COVID-19 is considerable and is also very dynamic. Guidance and research evidence is changing on a daily basis — therefore cognitive overload is already an issue as we try to get up to speed on how we diagnose and manage these patients.

Is personal risk a major factor?

Pressure can be divided into two categories — intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic pressure for a healthcare professional is that involved with making a diagnosis, deciding on a treatment, or planning a practical procedure. Intrinsic pressures are those that surround the job, such as the consequences of making a wrong decision or an error in carrying out a practical procedure, which could be catastrophic for both patient and doctor. But people will also be going into clinical shifts with a high degree of pressure coming from their personal life that is impossible to leave at the door.

Healthcare professionals — like anyone else — are naturally
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anxious about the risk of this disease to themselves and to their families. So all of those pressures will combine and potentially have harmful effects on personal performance.

HOW CAN THE NHS HELP EASE THESE PRESSURES?
There are a number of ways. To tackle fatigue, we need to ensure sustainable rostering. Many people are having to do extra shifts to cover for increased demand but also for colleagues off work unwell or looking after relatives. We have to consider that this situation is going to go on for months and to stay cognisant of the effect of working excessive hours for prolonged periods.
I think it’s vital to maintain rostering systems that allow sufficient rest periods.

I also think that, with such a dynamic situation, there need to be high-quality cognitive aids, both on a national level and in each department, that give people clear and — as much as possible — unambiguous guidance about diagnosis, treatment, etc. The final thing — and this is something my own board and emergency department have already put in place — is pre-emptive psychological help for staff, involving occupational psychologists to provide support with no stigma attached.

IS PRESSURE ALWAYS A BAD THING FOR CLINICIANS?
We all need pressure to perform well, to make the right decisions, to communicate, to lead a team. What happens physiologically is that, as pressure increases to a certain level, we get low-level release of cortisol and adrenalin and that acts to motivate us, to arouse us, to stimulate us and actually move us into a zone of high performance, or flow. Pressure at the right level is very positive in terms of performance.

But when pressure becomes excessive we move from that zone of flow to the zone of frazzle. That results from cognitive overload and a perception that what we face is insurmountable, i.e. our appraisal of the situation is that it poses a potential threat. That results in increased release of adrenalin and cortisol and pushes us into the zone of frazzle, or compromised performance.

It’s an issue for us in helicopter retrieval and an issue for me in mountain rescue: the environment we’re working in can really compromise our performance. Being cold, wet or it being windy, and also trying to operate and perform to a high level in a noisy vibrating aircraft — all of these add to the pressure. And if we are not prepared, if we are not used to working in these types of environments, then it will result in compromised patient care.
It’s easy to think of extreme situations an EM specialist might be involved in, but all doctors can feel overwhelmed and frazzled.

YOU SPEAK IN YOUR BOOK OF “OWNING THE PRESSURE”. WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY THAT?
Pressure can be good but you need to take time to prepare your team when you have the opportunity, to minimise the impact of the pressure they are going to be under, especially with something like the COVID-19 situation. That is the idea of actively trying to own the pressure — because in high performance we need a degree of pressure, and if we can prepare in the cold light of day then we will stay in the zone of flow and avoid frazzle.

“I think it’s vital to maintain rostering systems that allow sufficient rest periods”
CREATING POSITIVE CHANGE

Is your team truly learning from adverse incidents? MDDUS senior risk adviser Liz Price offers some reflections based on our experience in working with hospital doctors on patient safety topics.

ALL secondary care teams should be following nationally-led and organisationally-driven systems of reporting and learning from adverse events. In theory, these should be effective in reducing risk, but in practice there are often process failures. And with under-reporting common, it becomes impossible to maximise the value of the exercise.

The most common factor in under-reporting is that the incident isn’t perceived as “adverse”. At MDDUS training events, we often hear comments such as: “there’s no point in reporting incidents as you never get any feedback and nothing changes”, or “my colleagues don’t always report incidents as there is a worry that we won’t be supported”.

If you want to start a conversation in your team – at all levels and including clinical governance leads – below are some starting points.

HOW ARE EVENTS TARGETED FOR ANALYSIS?
Consider the effectiveness of your incident reporting processes. If you are a clinical lead, does the team understand what a reportable incident is? Are different teams reporting into the same multidisciplinary process? Does everyone understand the purpose of collecting, and the process that follows?

Are low-level incidents, near misses and ‘good catches’ being collected as well as more significant incidents for thematic review? Capturing such incidents can help identify training needs and reduce unnecessary follow-up activities.

Leads, and the clinical governance team, should also consider who reports incidents. Are the same people reporting all the time, or do incidents cover the full range of team activities? Does your organisational culture support self-reporting? Staff who feel unsupported are also unlikely to report an incident in which they were involved. Staff who feel bullied or intimidated by senior staff are unlikely to report incidents involving those individuals.

Most organisations have a clinical governance team who deal with incident reports. Often their time is taken up with more serious events, and clearly this is important. However, pattern analysis of frequent/lower level incidents and near misses can provide solutions to improve routine systems or protocols. If you are a team lead, can you access this information and use it to create positive changes?

Highlighting efficiencies and safer protocols adopted as a result of such reporting can encourage future engagement. Reviewing the ease of reporting is also important; achieving a balance between simplicity and gathering sufficient data is crucial.

WHO IS INCLUDED IN INCIDENT ANALYSIS?
Some clinical incidents may be too sensitive for wider team discussion. But if incidents involve non-clinical systems – or patient-related processes in which admin actions are required – a suitable admin team member must be involved to ensure that any changes are sensible and do not create additional risks. Alternatively, outcomes can be shared via team meetings or other agreed channels. Either way it is important to ensure changes are properly understood (and embraced) by the wider team and other stakeholders, such as other departments, locations or relevant patient groups.
Teams who are proactively running multidisciplinary incident analysis meetings should ensure they include a range of topics or potential risks (errors) over a set period of time (e.g. a year cycle). This will ensure that no one group feels alienated or unengaged.

**HOW ARE INCIDENT ANALYSIS MEETINGS STRUCTURED?**

Taking a structured approach is essential when discussing adverse incidents, but being too structured may limit discussion beyond a few “high-level factors”. Staff may be reluctant to drill down into other contributing factors or feel pressured to “move on to the next agenda item”, particularly if more senior team colleagues move things along. There may also be a reluctance to express any implied (or implicit) criticism of others. A good chair should manage both the time spent on each agenda item and any differences in approach or ‘position’ by profession/specialty type, whilst ensuring that thorough questions are asked in each area of analysis.

It’s useful to collect as much information as possible beforehand in relation to the incident(s) to maximise the quality of discussion. This could include detailed written statements, copies of current policies or other records.

**ARE STAFF SUPPORTED AND IS THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE LEARNING EXTRACTED?**

In many cases only superficial learning and training opportunities are identified through analysis. What went wrong may be put down simply to: “the process or protocol wasn’t followed” or “the junior doctor should have asked for advice from a colleague at the time of the incident”. Subsequent learning is then noted as: “the protocol should be followed in these circumstances” or “in future a consultant should be contacted if a patient presents in this way”. Such conclusions may be true but unless “why” questions are asked many incidents are more likely to reoccur.

This is because in most scenarios there will be other underlying factors that contributed to the adverse incident: ranging across:

- **People** — the specifics of the patient or team member involved.
- **Activities** — the task(s) or process that the individual (or team) were engaged in at the time.
- **Environment** — the setting or situation within which the incident occurred.

There is evidence that asking “why” five times is the optimal strategy to achieve deeper learning and a root cause.

Exploring the contributory factors more fully should lead to findings such as: “the protocol was not followed because the individual was under too much pressure” or “the consultant was not contacted because the junior doctor was too scared to approach them”. In the latter, asking why is likely to identify whether the junior doctor needs support to be more assertive, or whether the consultant needs to adjust their manner or response to interruptions or contacts.

Identifying such underlying issues can often be challenging but failure to do so will likely lead to future incidents.

**ARE OUTCOMES BEING MAXIMISED?**

To ensure that any lessons learned from incidents are properly cascaded, a mechanism should be agreed through which staff not directly involved in an incident are updated. Any amendments to protocols or systems should include clear information about the efficiency, effectiveness or patient safety gain from the proposed change; as this is likely to encourage future compliance.

Sometimes, research or audit is required to assess the extent of any issues identified, or further training will be necessary to support improved practice. It is important to agree a timescale within which this should be completed, and to appoint an individual to make sure it happens and report back.

Once complete, an anonymised written record of the analysis — including insights gained, lessons learned and actions agreed — should be generated and retained securely. It is often useful to share this with the patient as part of a complaint response to show evidence of quality improvement. Where an event led or could have led to patient harm, an incident review can be used by doctors in appraisal/revalidation as evidence of reflective practice.

Doctors at all stages in their career have a responsibility to engage fully in patient safety initiatives and use whatever influence they have to effect positive change.

Liz Price is senior risk adviser at MODUS

---

**NATIONAL GUIDANCE**

- Scotland: tinyurl.com/td98qkd
- England: tinyurl.com/w8qpy8o
- Wales: tinyurl.com/s9bdmwc
- NI: tinyurl.com/rccxzf
A letter is sent by solicitors acting for Mr K claiming clinical negligence in Mr J’s treatment. It alleges that the patient was not informed he would be undergoing open surgery, nor was there discussion of the procedure’s risks/benefits. Mr K claims that he would not have undergone the operation had he been fully informed.

MDDUS acting on behalf of Mr J reviews the case and commissions an expert report from a consultant surgeon. In his response, Mr J states that in the letter from the referring NHS surgeon it was clear that the proposed treatment had been discussed and agreed with the patient prior to his requesting private care in order to avoid a prolonged wait. Mr J had offered to see Mr K in clinic to further discuss the operation but the patient opted for direct admission to the surgical unit.

Mr J states that his usual practice on the day of surgery is to have a quick word with the patient to ensure understanding of the procedure and to answer any last questions. The records show that a surgical consent form was signed but the operative method is not detailed, nor is there any record of benefits and risks discussed.

The surgical expert opines that the decision to undertake open exploration and removal of the cord lipoma was appropriate. He notes that a consent form for the named procedure was signed but there was an assumption that Mr K was aware he was undergoing an open procedure and fully understood the risks/benefits. The expert states that, in his view, this constitutes a failure of informed consent and a breach of duty of care by Mr J.

In regard to causation (the consequences of the breach), the expert acknowledges that it would be up to a court to decide what Mr K might have done had he been fully informed about the open procedure and its associated risks. Had he chosen more conservative treatment Mr K would still have endured persistent chronic pain.

MDDUS decides to settle the case, with Mr J’s agreement, for a modest sum.

**KEY POINTS**

- Ensure the patient understands what treatment is being proposed – this is the essence of shared decision-making.
- Record what was discussed with the patient in regard to consent.
- GMC guidance, Consent, states that the treating doctor has responsibility to discuss agreed plans with the patient. Always confirm consent, never assume.
W 
HEN I first became interested in medical ethics, it was an issues-led field that was predominantly concerned with 'big questions'. The relatively few books that existed had titles such as *Matters of Life and Death*. There were no syllabi nor any agreed curriculum content, but the lectures I attended were commonly concerned with a triad of abortion, euthanasia and reproductive ethics. These are, of course, important. Yet, early on, I became interested in the intersection of ethics and the small things. For example, those precious initial moments in an encounter that set the tone and allow for trust, dignity and humanity to flourish, how we adapt in pressured environments to queries or interruptions, how constructively we can disagree and the tone of our communication with others. I wrote a lot about the 'ethics of the everyday', largely absent from curricula and textbooks, but integral to healthcare.

I have been thinking a lot about the small things and the big challenges that they can present for staff and patients. A few weeks ago, I received a letter from 'the NHS'. It advised that an appointment had been booked across the road from my office for breast screening. The letter explained why this appointment was valuable, talking about age, risk, early detection and improved prognosis.

As some readers will know, this letter was received by a woman who no longer has breasts and, so far, has received two and a half years of treatment for breast cancer. I was, in a response that is increasingly familiar when I think about illness, both rational and emotional. I appreciated that it was an automated letter and no one's fault or responsibility. I understood that for many, the letter would be welcome and the ease of a pre-booked appointment appreciated. In a complex and resource-constrained system, it isn't efficient or perhaps even possible, to identify those who might be considered exceptions. Yet, I was also upset. The letter was a stark plunge into dark places. Its unexpected arrival was an unavoidable reminder that I was relatively young when diagnosed, that I had late stage disease with a poorer prognosis, that I was physically different from most women, that I was frightened about the future, that I felt ashamed about perhaps having 'missed something' before I was diagnosed and that maybe I should have been more alert to avoid being in this position in the first place.

I knew enough not to do anything immediately but to sit and process my response; to attend both to the rational and to the emotional. After a few days, I began to wonder about the member of staff who would take my call when I rang to explain that I would not be attending the appointment. He or she would have no idea about my circumstances, or that I have deliberately avoided having any clinical care at my own hospital. Rather, I'd encounter someone likely to be working in a pressured environment and juggling myriad demands.

I wanted to explain why I wasn't coming, but I knew I needed to do it in a way that was calm, factual and kind. I understood that the person I contacted was not responsible for, or even aware of, my personal response. I rehearsed the conversation. I debated whether to go over to the Breast Centre and speak to them in person whilst at work, or whether it was better to make a telephone call from home. The task hung over me and I was apprehensive when I passed the unit as I walked through the hospital. I knew though that this 'small thing' was no one's fault and I had to acknowledge that truth in my response.

Eventually I rang the unit. It was not the conversation for which I hoped. I was reminded by the staff member that screening slots are precious and, although it was a fortnight until the pre-booked appointment, asked why I had waited a few days to get in touch. I was asked twice if I was 'sure' even as I explained that I have had a radical bilateral mastectomy. No one knew whom I should contact to avoid being invited to future screening in the hope that I could save the NHS time and resource by preventing further letters and pre-booked appointments.

When I put down the phone, I reflected on ‘the small things’. The letter was probably an unavoidable small thing: a consequence of the complexities and challenges of running a national screening system. However, the response of another person to my call was a small thing that could have been different. The conversation, imbued with officiousness, irritation and misunderstanding, reflected ethical choices. It could have made all the difference. There was nothing ‘small’ about it.

**The letter was an unavoidable small thing; a consequence of the complexities and challenges of running a national screening system**
I MUST admit I was a little sceptical at first. How could anyone, even Bill Bryson, keep me engrossed throughout nearly 400 pages of a lay description of the human body? There are only so many “we blink fourteen thousand times a day” and “the body makes millions of red cells every few seconds, and discards one billion every day” facts that I could appreciate. I was wrong. Within the first few pages, Bryson describes the human body as “a warm wobble of flesh” and I was hooked.

The chapters whistle-stop their way through the anatomy and physiology of the body, reminding us how we come to be, what makes us who we are and how we live – marvelling at what ‘goes right’ and considering what can go wrong.

Bryson’s descriptions are witty and astute: he observes that, considering the nature of the skin’s stratum corneum, “all that makes you lovely is deceased”, and explains how we are infected with viruses and colds on being “exposed to others’ leakages and exhalations.”

*The Body* surely contains something for everyone. There are the bizarre facts (Bryson notes the difference in bowel transit times between men and women), the ‘pub quiz’ facts (the record for staying awake is 11 days, 24 minutes), the history lessons (pioneers of medicine along with the ‘firsts’), refresher courses on immunology, microbiology, nutrition (you name it, it’s mentioned) and of course the references (over 40 pages of them).

I anticipate that experts will note factual inaccuracies, unsurprisingly given the volume and detail within the book. Remarkably, however, Bryson provides considerable facts and figures, in a very entertaining format, for a non-medical audience.

*The Body* provides a comprehensive account of something that I know reasonably well and yet managed to keep me turning the pages – and smiling while I did (contracting the orbicularis oculi muscle in each eye to make them sparkle, as Bryson tells us).
DUNDEE prides itself as a city of discovery and in recent years has worked hard to honour those of its citizens who have contributed to that name. Today in Slessor Gardens, behind the imposing Caird Hall, you will find a walkway paved with bronze plaques. Amongst these is one to Margaret Fairlie. As well as a short biography, the plaque depicts less obvious clues about her life and career—a frame of sea holly and wheat, a glimpse of the Eiffel Tower and a stylised atomic structure of radium.

Margaret Fairlie was born in Angus and grew up on a farm near Arbroath—hence the plants framing her plaque. She studied medicine at the University of St Andrews and University College, Dundee, graduating during the First World War. After holding various clinical posts in Dundee, Perth and Edinburgh, she worked at St Mary’s Hospital in Manchester, where she received much of her specialist training. She returned to Dundee in 1919, where she would spend most of her remaining career. There, she ran a consultant practice for gynaecology, and the following year started teaching at the Dundee Medical School. In the mid-1920s, she joined the staff of Dundee Royal Infirmary and in 1936 was promoted to Head of Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology. Her appointment, however, was not met with universal approval, and one male colleague was disgruntled that the post had been awarded to a woman.

Although a gifted and diligent teacher, she also pursued an active clinical career. In addition to her core work at the infirmary in Dundee, Fairlie was visiting gynaecologist to all the hospitals in Angus and in the north of Fife. Like all in her specialty, she dealt with patients across a wide age spectrum and enjoyed all aspects of it. As an obstetrician, she helped set up Dundee’s first antenatal clinic. One matron asked her: “Do you think if all the babies you delivered were laid top to tail they would reach from Dundee to Perth [some 22 miles]?” “Yes—and heading for Scone [another 2.5 miles]!” was Fairlie’s quick reply.

As for her interest in the novel treatment of gynaecological malignancy, this was sparked by her visit in 1926 to the Marie Curie Foundation in Paris where she learned about the clinical applications of radium—hence the Eiffel Tower and atomic structures on her bronze plaque in Dundee. On her return, she pioneered its use in Scotland and conducted careful long-term follow up of her patients. Thirty years later she would remark: “One aspect of my work which has given me especial satisfaction and delight has been my continuity with the patients who attend the radium follow-up clinic... some of whom have been coming for twenty years... The atmosphere at this clinic is one of trust, gratitude and mutual affection.” Her students, her colleagues and her patients found much to praise, but perhaps her main claim to fame was to become Scotland’s first female professor. This, however, was not straightforward. In 1936 her appointment as head of department should have almost automatically made her eligible for the chair in obstetrics and gynaecology. However, it took the University authorities four years to come to terms with appointing a woman.

Perhaps she was a victim of the political difficulties ongoing between Dundee and St Andrews Universities at the time, but it is also thought that the then Principal of St Andrews was particularly averse to the idea of a woman professor. She was finally appointed to her chair in 1940, with the strong backing of the Directors of Dundee Royal Infirmary. At the time of her retirement in 1956, she remained the only female Scottish university professor. It would be another two years before the University of Edinburgh would appoint its first woman to a chair and a further 22 years before Glasgow would follow suit.

In her retirement Margaret was a keen gardener and an enthusiastic traveller. It was while in Florence in the summer of 1963 that she took ill for the last time. She returned home and was admitted to her former hospital where she died soon after. Today there is that bronze plaque on Dundee’s Discovery Walk, which includes words from one of her patients: “She gave me the will to live. Surely no higher tribute could be paid to a practitioner of medicine.”

Allan Dow is a writer and educator from Scotland.

VIGNETTE

Margaret Fairlie
(1891-1963)
First female professorial chair in Scotland

At the time of her retirement in 1956, she remained the only female Scottish university professor.
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Learn how to manage key risks in hospital practice by accessing a range of webinars from the MDDUS Training & CPD team.

Exclusively for members, our webinars are available to access both as live events and pre-recorded resources that can be watched at a time and place to suit you.

Hot topics for 2020 include:
• COVID-19 - medicolegal essentials: 30 min, accessible on demand
• Human factors – delivering feedback and challenging behaviours: live, 21 May, 11am
• Reflective practice for doctors: 45 min, accessible on demand
• Managing data security breaches: live, 7 May, 11am

Check out the webinars page under the Training & CPD section of our website to find other pre-recorded and future webinars. Or email risk@mddus.com for more announcements on topics such as complaints handling, confidentiality and managing social media risks.

Follow us on Twitter @MDDUSNews